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Celebrating 25 Years in Style

2015 marks the 25th anniversary of the introduction of PROFIBUS technology to world markets. To
celebrate this momentous year, alongside the 27th combined meetings of PI, we are delighted that Ireland
was selected as the venue for the meetings and celebrations.

For the first time we are hosting the PI meetings in Ireland. For us this is an opportunity to celebrate the
25th anniversary of the technology, and we aim to make it a memorable

Living Bridge University of Limerick

trip for all the participants. For a small island nation, Ireland is famous for her hospitality throughout the
world and her clean and green scenery is second to none.

So far we have over 90 participants from 22 countries registered to attend, and to my knowledge it is the
largest participation in the last 25 years of meetings. The week of 18

May starts with RPA chairmen meeting for two and half days. On Tuesday the 19th May Test Labs
meeting will be held in parallel to the PI meeting.  Wednesday morning the Competence Centers meeting
kicks off for two and half days, and we conclude with a half day of Training Centers meeting on Friday
afternoon.

Meetings in general will cover a variety of topics from marketing, technology, growth 
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forecasts,  emerging technologies, technical support,
training, test, and certification just to name a few.

Apart from technical side of the meetings, we have organized a host of interesting social programs, such
as a cruise on the river Shannon for Monday evening, walking tour of picturesque Village of Adare
followed by dinner at Adare Manor on Tuesday evening, medieval banquet at Bunratty Castle on
Wednesday, a trip to Cliffs of Moher on Thursday, and many others for participants and partners. I hope
PI members can join us for some productive meetings and few pints of Guinness.

Dr. Hassan Kaghazchi

Director, Automation Research Centre at University of Limerick and Chairman Regional PI Association,
Ireland 

_______________________________________________
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PI at Hanover Fair 2015

The PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI) booth at Hanover Fair this year saw a heavy amount of
foot traffic. News from the trade-show includes announcements about PROFINET testing, a new
Regional PI Association (RPA) in Chile, new PI Competence Centers in Bolivia and Peru, and IO-Link
node counts.  An informal, but more detailed look at the Fair is on the PROFIblog.

PI Booth

The PI booth provided a great meeting point for the trade press, PI member companies, and PI colleagues
from around the world. Due to its strategic location on the “Automation & IT Tour”, foot traffic was
heavy.

(click to enlarge and start slideshow)

PROFINET Tester

To ensure interoperability in automation systems, PI has been developing a cutting edge update to the
PROFINET tester. A revised version, with the first fully automated test cases, is now being made
available for the Hanover Fair. As a result of this automated test run, the system creates test records and
evaluates them automatically. The implemented automation makes the test much more efficient and
transparent. Device manufacturers can use the PROFINET tester to check the intermediate results of
development, create their own test scenarios, and prepare for certification.

Chile RPA

PI is pleased to announce the establishment of a latest Regional PI Association (RPA) in Chile with
headquarters in Concepción. Rodrigo Pinto, Chairman of the RPA, has been an active promoter of
PROFIBUS and PROFINET for years. In addition, two new PI Competence Centers have been opened –
one in La Paz (Bolivia) and the other in Lima (Peru).

IO-Link

For the first time, the IO-Link Community has
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commissioned notary-certified statistics on the number of installed IO-Link nodes in the field. The result
is impressive. From 2009 through 2014, over 2.19 million IO-Link nodes have been installed. These
figures confirm the continuing positive trend for IO-Link, which is expressed not only in the installed
base but also in increasing numbers of members. The IO-Link Community now has more than 90
members, with 17 new members added in 2014. This trend is also continuing in 2015. Since the start of
the year, eleven additional companies have already decided to become members.

For additional details about Hanover Fair, visit the PROFIblog. 

_______________________________________________
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IIoT and Industry 4.0 at Hanover Fair

The official theme of this year’s Fair was “Integrated Industry – Join the Network” but the real theme
was “Industry 4.0,” sometimes spelled the German way "Industrie 4.0."  And PROFINET, PROFIBUS,
and IO-Link feed the Industrial Internet of Things portion of Industry 4.0.

Industry 4.0 was noted in every booth in some way. The best explanation of Industry 4.0 was in the ABB
booth as part of the official Industry 4.0 tour that the Fair offered. ABB said that Industry 4.0 has three
components: things, services, and people.

The people portion is interesting in that it includes people involved in Industry 4.0, but recognizes that
different preparation and training may be needed. This has included references to women in engineering
and STEM education as part of this component.

Services has a 2-prong explanation. Think of software services, of course, but also new kinds of services
like remote monitoring of an OEM’s machine by the OEM for preventative maintenance purposes.

Things introduces the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) approach. Around the Fair some referred to
IIoT, but many referred to just the Internet of Things (IoT). The IoT label is inappropriate for automation.
IIoT and IoT are two different things. See the PROFIblog post “IIoT is not IoT.”

The common, surprising phrase related to Industry 4.0 was “lot size of one.” Customization or
personalization was everywhere. In the SAP booth they had a model production line assembling
customized components into a unique part. This included a metal insert with the visitor’s initials. They
spoke of OPC UA connecting to the SAP system, but in the control cabinet were PROFINET and
PROFIBUS components.

Some fair-goers said that Industry 4.0 and IIoT were where industry was headed anyway, but now there is
a name for it. The Industry 4.0 and IIoT names provide automation with broader exposure to upper
management. Automation news is now not just in automation trade magazines but also in the Wall Street
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Journal.

PI technologies (PROFINET, PROFIBUS, and even IO-Link) are an important feeding mechanism,
providing data to the IIoT and thence to Industry 4.0. 

_______________________________________________
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IO-Link: Did You Know?

Did you know that IO-Link allows automatic parameter assignment by the PLC?

With IO-Link, the parameter assignment of the devices is stored in the higher-level automation system
and is transferred automatically if a device is replaced. Moreover, the PLC can access, read, and write any
parameters during operation. This is necessary, for example, when a device has to be replaced or
reinitialized. At a change of format or recipe, parameter reassignment of entire device groups is also
possible with the help of the automatic parameter assignment, thereby reducing setup times drastically.

A key aspect for the user is that no additional or new tools are needed for this. The same long-familiar
function blocks of the PLC manufacturer are used. To reduce the programming effort for this to a
minimum, IO-Link device manufacturers also provide function blocks, which are available for free
download. The user thus no longer has to know the indices, data type, or value ranges of the parameters.
Rather, they only have to specify the address of the IO-Link master and the port to which the IO-Link
device is attached. These function blocks have yet another advantage: They allow the data of all IO-Link
devices in a system to be kept in the PLC and the parameter assignment to be restored in case of need. 

_______________________________________________
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Application Story: Fortescue Metals

Development of Fortescue Metals Group's (FMG) 60mtpa (Million Tons Per Annum) Solomon Iron Ore
Project in Western Australia’s Pilbara was completed in just over two years - including the construction
of two new mines, primary and secondary crushers, two ore processing facilities, PROFINET &
PROFIBUS control networks, 15km of overland conveyors, rail, and other infrastructure.

In consultation with project system integrators I&E
Systems, the project was split into seven Design & Construct (D&C) packages, appointing a different
contractor for each stand-alone package. I&E Systems defined strict operational guidelines to each
contractor for the D&C packages, and undertook all the designing, engineering, integrating and
implementation of the electrical and control systems, including making the seven D&C packages work
together. Each standalone D&C package has its own set of servers and can easily communicate with the
others via interface blocks and a control system design based on Fortescue’s preferred vendor GE and
their new platform Proficy Process Systems (PPS).

Background

In 2008, Fortescue’s two mines at the Chichester Hub and the Herb Elliott port and rail infrastructure at
Port Headland were made operational. PROFIBUS was used as the exclusive fieldbus technology for all
electrical and control networks, proving itself to be particularly reliable in rugged environments with
extreme temperatures and noise.

In late 2011, Fortescue started early greenfield work at the Solomon Hub, 120km west of the Chichester
Hub. It consists of the Firetail and Kings Valley mines. The iron ore is crushed, scrubbed and screened
before further 'fines' crushing at the ore processing facility. The screened 'midsize' and washed, cleaned
'fines' combined product is transported via conveyor to the stockyard, from where it is reclaimed for rail
transfer to the port and subsequent export.

For PLC-to-remote-I/O communications, the Solomon project would use PROFINET. This future-
proofed the installation, and allowed synergy with GE's capabilities since it had standardized its Proficy
Plant Systems (PPS) platform on PROFINET in 2012.
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Choosing PROFINET

PROFINET’s advantages for the project included:

1. Major operational and productivity gains from integrating information and automation systems
2. Deployment of thousands of easily-replaceable nodes on a single network, rather than just 126

nodes in PROFIBUS
3. Rich network alarm and diagnostic capabilities
4. Tapping into the global "Industrial Internet of Things" ecosystem of expertise and replacement

items
5. Devices identified by application-specific Device Names; each D&C package builder could

independently name their devices, while still ensuring consistent node addresses
6. PROFINET’s ‘Neighbor Recognition’ feature allows faulty devices to be replaced and

automatically configured without specialist tools or knowledge, enabling cost-effective
maintenance after handover

In all, the project involved 200 PROFINET scanners and 35 PLCs. I&E Systems also designed and
commissioned over 50 GE Cimplicity HMI workstations, and 15 servers. Managing for availability and
redundancy would be critical during network planning, but Tom McCarthy (I&E Systems’ Lead Engineer
for Fortescue Solomon) stated that PROFINET and GE had pulled through.

Commissioning
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By using a ring topology on each PLC, I&E Systems
could easily isolate equipment for increased commissioning and maintenance flexibility. “We
commissioned a sample station which had its marshalling panel in the middle of a ring of marshalling
panels for a conveyor," McCarthy explained. "We could power down the marshalling panel, but the
conveyor would stay running due to the dual paths of the ring.”

With seven different contractors involved, clear instructions and advanced planning was critical. To
maximize interoperability, contractors were required to use I&E System’s DAD Software to design the
electrical, control and communication systems for all the D&C packages.

I&E Systems provided the software licenses, training, application support and coordination services to the
teams. The digital system design models created via DAD were then installed on a server at the Fortescue
headquarters, allowing the commissioning teams to fast-track the project.

To address the potential for poor communications between the different packages, McCarthy said that the
team had engineered all the interfaces up front using the PPS language on the GE firmware. “We made
sure all the D&C packages lined up beforehand. So when the time came for the final integration, they
were engineered in rather than forced into place,” McCarthy explained.

To complete the project, PROFIBUS was selected for inter-PLC control of Solomon’s processing
infrastructure. This includes the crushing plants, seven overland conveyors, the Ore Processing Facilities,
a wet plant, stockyard, and the train load-out.

Training

Fortescue actively leveraged the support networks provided by the participating companies in training its
staff. They took full advantage of available resources to train operators to use the PROFINET systems.
They also enrolled engineers in Profibus Australia’s Certified Profibus Installer and Commissioning &
Maintenance courses, where they learned about PROFIBUS's approved commissioning and
troubleshooting practices. 

_______________________________________________
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PI Update: Free eBook, New Video, Social Media

This month’s PI Updates include turning a widely-read PROFIBUS book, Catching the Process Fieldbus:
An Introduction to Profibus for Process Automation, into a free eBook, announcing a 25-year
retrospective video, and PROFIblog posts about the Industrial Internet of Things and Hanover Fair
including a look at the "lighter side.".

Free eBook

Catching the Process Fieldbus: An Introduction to Profibus for Process Automation has been available in
several versions including in hardcover from Amazon.  It’s a great introduction to PROFIBUS – be it for
process automation or discrete.  After all, most real world applications have some of each.  The book
provides details of PROFIBUS from a practical vantage point.  In fact, it’s interspersed with principal
author James Powell’s own experiences.

James has now authorized PI North America to host a free download of the book.  Click here to download
the book in an appropriate format.

The second edition of the book is due for release soon.  It will include PROFINET in process automation
as well as PROFIBUS.  Will it also be free?  Follow @AllThingsPROFI on Twitter to find out.

New Video

In celebration of 25 years of PI Germany, a retrospective video was filmed:

YouTube Video

Social Media

The PROFIblog continues to roll out at least one post a week.  A recent exception was eight consecutive
posts of Hanover Fair news. These provide a less formal look than the news in this month’s
PROFINEWS, including “The Lighter Side.”  This link will show all eight in reverse chronological order;
start at the bottom for the correct sequence.  The PROFIblogger has also been prolific in Industrial
Internet of Things posts; you can view them here.

Stop by the blog every Tuesday for an update or subscribe using RSS. 

_______________________________________________
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Training and Events: A Busy Month of June

The month of June is shaping up to be a busy month for
training. Find an event in your area and increase your expertise in PROFIBUS, PROFINET, or both! Free
and paid classes are available, catering to varying levels of experience.  In Germany there will be a
plugfest and PROFINET workshops.  In North America, free PROFINET training classes continue.  Two
IO-Link workshops are scheduled in Europe.

Germany

PROFINET Plugfest
The PROFIBUS Nutzerorganisation (PNO) invites all developers of device, controller and tool
manufacturing companies to the upcoming PROFINET Plugfest on June 16/17 in Gummersbach
(Cologne). This plugfest is kindly hosted by AIT.

PROFINET Workshop
The aim of the workshop is to learn about the ways to develop a PROFINET product and to identify
implementation options. Leading technology providers will present their options for development
support. Date: June 30, 2015 in Stuttgart.

North America

Free PROFINET One-Day Training Classes
Free Training Classes for PROFINET are given across North America and throughout the year.
Upcoming classes are being held in:

Pittsburgh, PA on May 14
Minneapolis, MN on June 4
Denver, CO on June 16

Certified PROFIBUS Training - Canada
A PROFItech PROFIBUS DP and PA Certified Network Engineering Class (PI A-6 PROFIBUS DP and
PA Design) will take place June 15 - 19 in Peterborough, Ontario.

IO-Link
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Two IO-Link workshops are scheduled for the month of June:

Hertogenbosch (The Netherlands) - June 2
Chemnitz, Germany - June 23

_______________________________________________
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Regional News: From China and the UK

News from around the world this month comes from China and the UK.  The first Chinese-produced
PROFINET product is certified with the product certificate being presented in a ceremony at the PI Booth
at Hanover Fair.  PI UK reports first graduates from a Certified PROFIBUS System Designer class.  The
class was developed to fill a need of UK water companies.

China local Hosta Awarded 1st PROFINET Certificate

On April 15, 2015, PI China member Hosta was
awarded a PROFINET product certificate by PI during Hanover Fair 2015 in Hanover, Germany. The
certified product is PN COM. The product is the first PROFINET certified device by PI in China.

Karsten Schneider, Chairman of PI emphasized that in order to ensure high quality and reliable data
communication, certification is mandatory for PROFINET devices. “It helps our members to establish
good long-term reputations among users and bring long-term benefits for all those engaged in PROFINET
technology and products. In addition, PI and PI China experts continue developing and innovating to
meet the needs of users in various industries with PROFINET. I am delighted to see that more and more
Chinese manufacturers and end users join in the PROFINET environment.”

PN COM is a very small board which can be easily embedded in automation products to fulfill
PROFINET communication. The software can be modified by customers for client applications. Mr.
James Hu, CEO of HOSTA Motion Control Co., LTD promised: the company will continue to develop
PROFINET products, and open its technology to promote PROFINET in mainland China and in Taiwan
in cooperation with the PI organization.

First UK Certified PROFIBUS System Designers

The first group of engineers to pass the UK's new Certified PROFIBUS System Design 
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course have graduated. The graduates of the first
course, delivered by Andy Verwer of Verwer Training & Consultancy, include engineers from
Endress+Hauser, Trant Engineering, Control Specialists Ltd, and CAT E&I.

Developed in response to demand from major UK users of PROFIBUS mainly in the Water Industry, this
intensive course covers the detailed design of PROFIBUS systems including methods for dealing with
hazardous environments, various speed and performance requirements and solutions for high reliability
and availability. One of the core aims of this training is to cover the various methods of optimizing
control system design so that the impact of control system failures and maintenance on the production is
minimized.

This new course is currently accredited in the UK by The PROFIBUS Group who hope that it will
ultimately gain worldwide acceptance.

Click here or call Ann on 0207 193 8018 to be kept up to date on future dates for this important new
course. 

_______________________________________________
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Member News

PI North America members Softing, Siemens, and Moxa are in this month’s news.  Softing presents a
paper on diagnosing PROFINET.  Siemens has an application story and a perspective on using
PROFINET in oil and gas.  Moxa announces a mobile app with products and much more.

Softing

Softing has written a paper entitled “Blind Flight or Efficient Maintenance?”  It covers PROFINET
diagnostics from many fronts including organizational.  Read it here.

Siemens

Siemens application story is called “How a California Quarry Doubles Production, Lowers Costs.” 
While the story stresses Siemens and their partners, the infrastructure is PROFINET.  Read the whole
thing here.

The general approach in the Siemens white paper “Automating the New Oil & Gas Value Chain,” does
include PROFINET and PROFIBUS PA.  Read the details.

Moxa

Moxa is pleased to announce that the new mobile app “IES Padbook” is now ready for download. The
IES Padbook is a brochure app that allows readers to access Moxa’s latest industrial Ethernet solutions,
demo videos, white papers, success stories, and much more. It is available for both Apple iPads and
Android tablets (2560x1600). Download "IES Padbook" now to extend your mobile browsing experience.

The “IES Padbook” app is designed to enhance your knowledge of industrial Ethernet requirements,
applications, and Moxa solutions. A comprehensive collection of industrial Ethernet solutions are
accessible using the app, including industrial Ethernet switches, wireless solutions, Ethernet gateways,
secure routers, I/O, IP cameras, and network management suite. Download this useful tool to gain access
to Moxa’s rich knowledge center—anytime, anywhere. Learn the 5 reasons to download IES Padbook app
in this video (can you spot the PROFINET products as they go by?):

YouTube Video

Download from the App Store.

Download from Google Play. 

_______________________________________________
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New Products: 14 Products from 12 Vendors

It's no wonder that PROFIBUS is the world's most-installed fieldbus, and PROFINET is the fastest
growing Industrial Ethernet standard. With so many new products being released, the market is larger
than ever. In total there are 14 new products to announce from 12 different vendors!

Company Product Announcement
ABB ABB introduces YuMi, World’s First Truly

Collaborative Dual-arm Robot
Beamex Beamex Launches MC6 Workstation for

PROFIBUS PA
POSITAL - FRABA POSITAL Adds PROFINET Communications

Interface for IXARC Rotary Encoders
HARTING HARTING Compact Cords for PROFINET
Hilscher Hilscher: View and Control PROFIBUS PLCs Using

Web Browsers
HMS IXXAT Safe: TÜV-certified Solutions for Safety

Implementations
Moxa Moxa PROFIBUS-to-Fiber Converters Now

Connecting Industrial Devices in Remote or
Hazardous Locations

Phoenix Contact Phoenix Contact PROFINET Connectors for Harsh
Environments

PROCENTEC PROCENTEC introduces ComBricks FO Ring
modules for multi-mode and single-mode
technology

Siemens Versatile Motion Control System in an Industrial PC
HMI Comfort Outdoor Panels for Extreme Ambient
Conditions
DC Uninterruptible Power Supply Communicates
via PROFINET

Softing Softing EtherNet/IP-to-PROFINET Gateway with
PROFINET Controller Functionality

Turck Turck Ultra-Compact Multiprotocol I/O Modules
Provide Flexible On-Machine Communication

_______________________________________________
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ABB introduces YuMi, World’s First Truly Collaborative Dual-
arm Robot

YuMi, another step in ABB’s Next Level strategy, heralds a new era of robotic coworkers that are
able to work collaboratively on the same tasks with humans while still ensuring the safety of those

around it.

ABB, the leading power and automation technology group, today introduced YuMi, the world’s first truly
collaborative dual-arm industrial robot, at the world’s leading trade fair for industrial technology,
Hannover Messe. YuMi’s introduction is another step in ABB’s Next Level strategy aimed at
accelerating sustainable value creation. The strategy is building on ABB’s three focus areas of profitable
growth, relentless execution and business-led collaboration. The company is driving profitable growth by
shifting its center of gravity toward high-growth end markets, enhancing competitiveness and lowering
risk in business models.

“The new era of robotic coworkers is here and an integral part of our Next Level strategy,” said ABB
CEO Ulrich Spiesshofer. “YuMi makes collaboration between humans and robots a reality. It is the result
of years of research and development, and will change the way humans and robots interact. YuMi is an
element of our Internet of Things, Services and People strategy creating an automated future together.”

In 1974, ABB introduced the world’s first microprocessor controlled, all-electric industrial robot and kick-
started the modern robotics revolution. ABB now has an installed base of more than 250’000 robots
worldwide. With the introduction of YuMi, ABB is once again pushing the boundaries of robotic
automation by fundamentally expanding the types of industrial processes which can be automated with
robots.

Few production arenas are changing as quickly as small parts assembly. The electronics industry, in
particular, has seen demand for products skyrocket past the supply of skilled labor. As conventional
assembly methods diminish in value, manufacturers are finding it strategically and economically
imperative to invest in new solutions.

BCG Research for example predicts that by 2025, adoption of advanced robots will boost productivity by
up to 30 percent in many industries and lower total labor costs by 18 percent or more in countries such as
South Korea, China, the U.S., Japan, and Germany. While YuMi was specifically designed to meet the
flexible and agile production needs of the consumer electronics industry, it has equal application in any
small parts assembly environment thanks to its dual arms, flexible hands, universal parts feeding system,
camera-based part location, lead-through programming, and state-of-the-art precise motion control.

YuMi can operate in very close collaboration with humans thanks to its inherently safe design. It has a
lightweight yet rigid magnesium skeleton covered with a floating plastic casing wrapped in soft padding
to absorb impacts. YuMi is also compact, with human dimensions and human movements, which makes
humans coworkers feel safe and comfortable—a feature that garnered YuMi the prestigious “Red Dot
‘best of the best’ design award.”

If YuMi senses an unexpected impact, such as a collision with a coworker, it can pause its motion within
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milliseconds, and the motion can be restarted again as easily as pressing play on a remote control. YuMi
also has no pinch points so that nothing sensitive can be harmed as the axes open and close.

YuMi is equipped with Ethernet IP, Profibus, USB ports, DeviceNet and a communication port, and
accepts a variety of HMI devices including ABB’s teach pendant, industrial displays, and commercially
available tablets and smartphones. The 100-240 volt power supply plugs into any conventional power
socket.

[Editor’s note: view the gallery and slide show below and see a first-hand account and video on the
PROFIblog, “Hanover 2015: Members’ Booths.”]

ABB 

_______________________________________________
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Beamex Launches MC6 Workstation for PROFIBUS PA

Beamex introduces MC6 Workstation, a new and advanced panel-mounted calibrator and communicator.

In today’s process industry, equipment is often calibrated out in the field. However, there 

are many advantages to performing maintenance and calibration tasks in the
workshop, which often make this the preferred solution. For example, a workshop is a controlled
environment, enabling smaller uncertainty for calibration work. In addition, all equipment is always
available and ready to use.

Beamex has been producing versatile, modular workshop calibration benches for more than 20 years.
With the introduction of the new MC6 Workstation model, the calibration and communicator capabilities
of the Beamex workshop offering are raised to a whole new level.

The MC6 Workstation offers calibration capabilities for pressure, temperature and various electrical
signals. It also contains a full fieldbus communicator for use with HART, FOUNDATION Fieldbus and
Profibus PA instruments. What really makes the MC6 Workstation unique is its usability. It has a large
5.7” color touchscreen with a multilingual user interface.

The ergonomic design of the panel-mounted MC6 Workstation makes it ideal for sectors such as
pharmaceuticals, energy, oil and gas, food and beverage and the service industry, as well as the
petrochemical and chemical industries.

The MC6 is one device with several different operational modes, which makes it fast and easy to use -
and technicians have less to learn. The operational modes include Meter, Calibrator, Documenting
Calibrator, Data Logger and Fieldbus Communicator.

The MC6 Workstation communicates with automatic pressure controllers and temperature blocks,
enabling fully automatic calibration.
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In addition, the MC6 Workstation is part of the Beamex Integrated Calibration Solution. The MC6
Workstation is capable of communicating with Beamex CMX Calibration Management Software,
enabling fully automated and paperless calibration and documentation.

Beamex  

_______________________________________________
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POSITAL Adds PROFINET Communications Interface for
IXARC Rotary Encoders

POSITAL-FRABA’s high-precision IXARC magnetic rotary encoders are now available with a
PROFINET communications interface.

PROFINET, a development of the widely-used
PROFIBUS fieldbus system, makes use of Ethernet technology and can be used in larger installations
where it is useful to integrate factory floor systems with other applications (such as ERP systems) running
on the larger enterprise Ethernet network. PROFINET includes special Ethernet communications
protocols to that ensure the rapid communications of signals in a control system where real-time control is
essential.

POSITAL-FRABA’s precision IXARC magnetic encoders provide 12 bit accuracy and dynamic response
that rivals the best optical encoders. Based on magnetic measurement technology, these rugged devices
are engineered to operate reliably in wet and dirty conditions with shock loadings of up to 300g. Multi-
turn models have a range of up to 65,536 revolutions, provided by a unique self-powered revolution
counting system that keeps track of absolute positions under all conditions. IXARC encoders are
available with multiple options for housing size and materials, flange configuration, shaft type and
diameter, connection/wiring type and level of environmental protection. POSITAL’s online product
finder tool – available at www.posital.com – helps users to quickly and efficiently identify products that
will meet their specific requirements. 

_______________________________________________
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HARTING Compact Cords for PROFINET

With the HARTING RJ Industrial® Cat, 5 Compact cords HARTING completes the product range for
Fast Ethernet cabling.  This new cords in a small design can be used in different applications. The big
advantages of the RJ45 connectors are the small dimensions. With this compact design we have the
possibility to get design-ins in small devices. Furthermore it allows the small design to save space in other
applications.

The typical applications stay mostly the same in target markets: Automation, Machinery, and Robotics.

Features and Benefits:

Transmission performance: Cat. 515e / Class D acc. to ISO/IEC 11801
Suitable for the transmission rate of 10/100 Mbit Fast Ethernet
Cable: S/FTP, PVC or PUR jacket, color: green
PROFINET complaint
Flame retardant
AWG 22/7, star quad
RoHS compliant
Very compact with the robust Dual-Boot over-molding design
Compact plug design fits to typical multiport RJ45 jacks
Optional color clips for cable marking

HARTING 

_______________________________________________
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View and Control PROFIBUS PLCs Using Web Browsers

Monitor machinery from any mobile device

Hilscher’s netLINK SCADA allows the user to operate and monitor SIMATIC S7® controlled
applications over the web. The device links to the PLC via PROFIBUS or MPI and builds a web site
displaying the contents of the PLC on any web browser. The bus connector is looped through to allow

seamless integration into existing PROFIBUS/MPI 

installations. netLINK SCADA can be powered from an external supply with 24 V or directly over the S7
PLC connector.

The visualization project is stored in the connector without consuming any resources of the PLC, ideal for
retrofit projects. The web visualization pages are accessed with any of the common web browsers,
without having to use plugins such as ActiveX,® Flash,® Java® or Silverlight™. Multiple browsers at a
time can be supported.

Although native web technology is being used, there is no HTML code programming necessary. Front-
end page creation and dynamic elements are easily and quickly configured with a few mouse clicks.
Standard features include color change, movement, scaling, user rights, multilingual support, and the
support of all common graphic formats.
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In addition to the monitoring of online data, netLINK SCADA supports Alarming and Acknowledgment
and Data Trending. A large catalog of high-quality graphics designed for the industrial sector is
optionally available as a library.

Upgrade a PROFIBUS/MPI SIMATIC S7 system into a fully featured visualization and control
system.
Access machine or process data using browser-enabled mobile phone, tablet or computer--at any
time and from anywhere.
Import symbols and variables directly from a STEP 7® project.
Minimize set-up time with point-and-click engineering tools.

Hilscher 

_______________________________________________
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IXXAT Safe: TÜV-certified Solutions for Safety Implementations

With the IXXAT Safe portfolio of ready-made safety I/O modules and safety protocol software,
HMS Industrial Networks offers TÜV-certified solutions for implementing secure communication
into industrial devices.

With the IXXAT Safe offering, HMS offers an extensive portfolio of solutions for safe communication
according to IEC 61508. The solution includes TÜV-certified safety protocol software for certified and
ready-to-use PROFIsafe I/O modules for integration into customer devices.

Implementing safety functionality can be complicated, which is why the HMS safety development team
offers support to customers during their safety implementation. HMS also offers development of
customer-specific OEM solutions.

IXXAT Safe T100

A highlight within the IXXAT Safe offering is the ready-made IXXAT Safe T100 module – a complete
solution for easy and fast integration of safe I/O using a safe communications protocol. The Safe T100
module is integrated directly into the customer product or system - for example welding systems, drives,
counter terminals etc.

Thanks to the comprehensive architecture of the safety hardware and software, pre-certified by TÜV
Rheinland, the use of the IXXAT Safe T100 considerably simplifies the development of devices and
systems with safe communication. It also reduces development time, cost and risk.

The IXXAT Safe T100 is designed to work together with HMS’s Anybus CompactCom modules for
fieldbus and industrial Ethernet communication. In this solution, CompactCom acts as the pathway
through the unsafe network and safe communication is implemented using the "black channel" principle.
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In addition to the first version now released – the IXXAT Safe T100/PS for PROFIsafe on PROFINET –
additional variants will soon be available. Special requirements in terms of form factor, connectors, or the
number of I/O, can also be met through specific OEM implementations offered by HMS.

IXXAT Safe 

_______________________________________________
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Moxa PROFIBUS-to-Fiber Converters Now Connecting
Industrial Devices in Remote or Hazardous Locations

Moxa, Inc., a global provider of communications technology for the Industrial Internet of Things, is
helping connect PROFIBUS devices with its ICF-1180I and ICF-1280I PROFIBUS-to-Fiber converters,
which now feature Class 1 Div 2, IEC Ex, and ATEX certification for deployment in hazardous locations
including upstream and downstream petrochemical processing, chemical plants, and other areas where
explosive vapors are present.

Paul Wacker, Product Marketing Manager for Moxa explained: "As the world moves 

towards the Industrial Internet of Things, one of the biggest challenges to
overcome is ensuring reliable communications between industrial devices, especially in remote and/or
hazardous locations. Moxa is continuing to invest in ways that make it easier for our clients to establish
and manage data communications with their devices."

EXTEND AND PROTECT PROFIBUS CONNECTIONS

PROFIBUS is the world's most widely used fieldbus and especially common in the oil and gas industry.
With the newly certified ICF-1180I and ICF-1280I, oil and gas users can now use optical fiber to connect
their PROFIBUS devices and controllers in remote or hazardous locations. The industrial-hardened units
offer 2 kV isolation protection for the PROFIBUS system and dual power inputs to ensure non-stop
communications.

Rated for operation in environments ranging from -40 to 75°C, both units are capable of distances up to 4
km (2.5 miles) on multi-mode fiber, or up to 45 km (28 miles) on single-mode fiber in both ordinary and
hazardous applications, a first for the industry. The ICF-1180I extends connections over a single optical
fiber port, whereas the ICF-1280I extends connections over two optical fiber ports that can be arranged in
a redundant ring for extremely high communications reliability.
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DETECTS DEVICE MALFUNCTIONS

In addition to hazardous area certification, the ICF-1180I and ICF-1280I offer protection from bus faults.
Conventional media converters can let the faults pass through the fiber, leading to communication ceasing
across the entire system. With the entire network is down, it is extremely difficult for the engineer to
locate the failed device.

To eliminate this costly problem, the ICF-1180I and ICF-1280I work transparently to detect and
recognize bus faults. If the bus fails on one side, the issue will not propagate through the ICF units and
affect additional bus segments. In addition, the ICF units will also trigger an alarm notification to the field
engineer on the location of the failure so that it can be quickly replaced with minimal downtime.

Moxa 
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PROFINET Connectors for Harsh Environments

The new push-pull Advance data connectors from Phoenix Contact bring future-proof, high-speed cabling
directly to the field.

Designed for data rates of up to 10 Gbps, the connectors have IP65/67 protection against 

dirt, dust, and humidity. With their 360-degree
shielding, they are also immune to electromagnetic interference.

The push-pull technology means that users can insert and remove the connectors easily. However, a
mechanical locking mechanism reliably prevents unintentional release of the connection.

The series includes versions for Profinet and Ethernet, designed for conductor sizes from 26 to 22 AWG.
Fiber-optic versions for POF, GOF, and PCF fibers with a SC-RJ connector interface are available. Both
the straight and 45-degree angled versions are suitable for cable diameters up to 9.5 mm.

Phoenix Contact 

_______________________________________________
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PROCENTEC introduces ComBricks FO Ring modules for multi-
mode and single-mode technology

PROCENTEC is to launch three brand-new ComBricks Fiber Optic modules to create optical redundant
ring topologies with multi-mode and single-mode technology. These multifunctional modules are
specifically designed by PROCENTEC to ensure reliable optical data transmission in PROFIBUS
networks. It allows long cable distances up to 30 km and a galvanic isolation between devices and
segments. The ComBricks FO Ring modules are especially suitable for applications in heavy EMC
environments such as oil and gas, waste and water treatment, mines, cranes and tanks.

The ComBricks FO Ring module contains diagnostic LEDs which indicates a low level on the optics. Just
like any other communication module, the channels are connected directly to the ProfiTrace over Ethernet
in the Head Station. The advanced email functionality will alert you when faults like a broken ring or a
low level occurs. Because busmonitor data is directly available in the web server, it allows technicians to
optimally maintain a PROFIBUS installation. ComBricks FO Ring can be placed side by side with
repeater modules allowing spur line diagnostics. It can be easily transformed to a remotely monitored
fiber optic hub mixed with copper segments.

ComBricks Fiber Optic Ring modules are available for multi-mode technology, single-mode technology,
and the combination of multi-mode and single-mode technology.

PROCENTEC 
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Versatile Motion Control System in an Industrial PC

PC-based Simotion P320-4 Motion Control System with high processor performance
Rugged design with no mechanical wearing parts for maintenance-free use
Compact size with many installation options
Quick, intuitive configuration and programming with the Simotion Scout Engineering System

Siemens is presenting the Simotion P320-4, a compact, PC-based Motion Control System for tough
operating conditions. The new Motion Control System is available in two versions with different
processors: the Simotion P320-4 Embedded with an Intel Core i3 

processor, and the Simotion P320-4 Standard with an
Intel Core i7 processor. The use of these Intel processors doubles the performance of the system in
comparison to the previous generation, and the shorter memory access times also make a contribution.
Siemens has designed the Simotion P320-4 without any mechanical wearing parts. It has a solid-state
drive (SSD) or an optional CFast Card mass storage system in place of conventional hard disks. The
space-saving design has integrated safety functions but no rotating parts. The Motion Control System
requires no maintenance, even when used at maximum processor performance and at an ambient
temperature of up to 55 degrees Celsius. Typical application areas for the PC-based Motion Control
System are production machines, filling plants, and wafer production in the solar industry.

Because of its compact design and narrow footprint, the Simotion P320-4 takes up little space in the
control cabinet. The device can be installed on a standard mounting rail, or via vertical, side or wall
mounting. The industrial PC not only has a Profinet fieldbus interface with three ports, but also the usual
standard PC interfaces, such as USB 3.0, Ethernet, DVI-I and Displayport. These enable easy connection
of HMI displays. Siemens offers touch displays ranging in size from 12 to 22 inch, or 15 inch combined
touch and key displays. The Simotion P320-4 is engineered with Simotion Scout software, which enables
users to configure, parameterize and program their motion control applications quickly and easily. The
engineering software also offers integrated test and diagnostics functions.

The latest storage technology with integrated error correction facilitates a high standard of data
consistency. Siemens guarantees that the PC-based Motion Control System will remain available for the
long term with the same hardware.

Siemens 
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HMI Comfort Outdoor Panels for Extreme Ambient Conditions

New Simatic HMI Comfort Outdoor Panels for operating in temperatures from minus 30 to plus
60 degrees Celsius
Bright 7" and 15" widescreen displays with automatic dimming
Reliable legibility in a variety of light conditions
Long-term stability due to UV-protected device front with IP65 protection

Siemens has expanded its high-performance Comfort Panel class in the Simatic HMI (Human Machine
Interface) series to include particularly rugged devices for use in extreme ambient conditions. The Simatic
HMI TP700 and Simatic HMI TP1500 Comfort Outdoor Panels are equipped with a UV-protected device
front with degree of protection IP65 and are ideally suited for use in refrigerated buildings, ships, or the
oil and gas industry. The new devices can be used in a wide range of temperatures from minus 30 to plus
60 degrees Celsius and in up to 90 percent air humidity in nearly any environment and industry. The high-
resolution and daylight-readable 7" or 15" widescreen displays with an aspect ratio of 16:9 and up to 16
million colors can also display complex process or plant images in a manageable, detailed manner. The
high degree of glare reduction, wide reading angles, and automatic dimming allow for reliable and strain-
free operator control and monitoring. This allows the user to reliably read data even when the weather
changes or in changing light conditions.

For the optimal use of space in the plant or for special machine designs, the panels can also be installed
upright and operated in portrait mode. In the event of a power failure, the virtually maintenance-free
Comfort Outdoor Panels ensure maximum data security by storing sufficient energy to exit all active
archives without errors and to back up the data. Comprehensive certifications for use in hazardous areas
according to Ex2/22, FM Class I Div. 2 or for shipbuilding applications are pending. The Touch Panels
are integrated into the automation solution via Profinet and are configured using the Simatic WinCC
engineering tool in the TIA Portal. The operating screens already developed for other Comfort Panels can
be adopted with little effort and supplemented with the specifics for use outdoors. In addition, Siemens
also provides a long service and support period of 22 years for these rugged devices.
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Siemens has expanded its high-performance Comfort Panel class in the Simatic HMI series to include
particularly rugged Simatic HMI TP700 and Simatic HMI TP1500 Comfort Outdoor Panels for use in
extreme ambient conditions. 
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DC Uninterruptible Power Supply Communicates via PROFINET

24V DC uninterruptible power supply Sitop UPS1600 with open communication via Ethernet and
Profinet
Integration in TIA (Totally Integrated Automation) and TIA Portal
Two versions: Nominal output current with 10 A (amps) and 20 A
Battery management optimizes charging for Sitop UPS1100 modules

With Sitop UPS1600, Siemens Industry Automation Division is presenting a DC uninterruptible power
supply (DC-UPS) with Ethernet interfaces. Via the two Ethernet interfaces, Sitop UPS1600 can be
integrated into an Ethernet network or via Profinet into a TIA (Totally Integrated Automation)
environment. Standardized S7 function blocks for Simatic controllers make integration into user
programs easy and ready-made WinCC faceplates provide visualizations for Simatic panels or industrial
PCs. The devices are quickly and conveniently parameterized, diagnosed, and integrated into Profinet
through the TIA Portal engineering framework. Battery management also selects the optimum
temperature-controlled charging characteristics and constantly monitors the charging condition and
battery life.

Central advantage of Sitop UPS1600 with an Ethernet interface: When the application requires it,
multiple controllers or industrial PCs (IPCs) can be protected by the new DC-UPS, for example, a group
of computers networked in a master-slave configuration. The user can shut down the devices connected to
the DC power supply via the network in the event of a power failure. The devices are shut down in a pre-
determined order and enter a defined hibernated mode. With Sitop UPS1600, users can thus avoid
damage to equipment and workpieces when a blackout strikes.

Siemens offers Sitop UPS1600 in versions with 10 A (amps) and 20 A nominal out-put current with 24
volts each. If necessary, the power supply can provide up to three times the nominal current for starting
up IPCs, for example. The device is also rated for high charging currents and is ready to provide back-up
again immediately after buffer operation. Two battery modules, Sitop UPS1100 with 3.2 Ah (ampere-
hours) and 7 Ah storage capacity, are available to match the new DC-UPS modules.

Further advantages of Sitop UPS1600: The battery management automatically detects the connected
battery and selects the optimum, temperature-controlled charging characteristic. The device also constant
monitors the charging condition and battery life. This enables users to detect aging batteries in good time.
Sitop UPS1600 can also be used in isolated operation, to provide autonomous power supplies with the
device triggering diesel generator start-up using the charge in the battery modules, for example.

Comprehensive configuration and diagnosis with the new Sitop UPS1600 power supply, either via the
TIA Portal or using the free Sitop UPS Manager PC software, enables the user to save time. The
configuration and operating data can also be remotely accessed via the integrated Web server and
Ethernet connection. For applications without a network connection, Sitop UPS1600 versions with a USB
inter-face or digital inputs/outputs are available.
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With Sitop UPS1600, Siemens is presenting an uninterruptible DC power supply (DC-UPS) with Ethernet
interfaces. Via the two Ethernet interfaces, the device can be integrated into an Ethernet network or, via
Profinet, into a TIA (Totally Integrated Automation) environment.

Siemens 
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EtherNet/IP-to-PROFINET Gateway with PROFINET Controller
Functionality

Softing Industrial Automation announces the release of the new FG-260 Fieldbus Gateway supporting
direct connectivity of PROFINET devices to EtherNet/IP controllers.

PROFINET machines with integrated PROFINET controller can be connected directly to EtherNet/IP
controllers with the help of the FG-260 gateway and the I-Device functionality. According to Tobias

Heilmaier, Product Manager Industrial Ethernet at 

Softing, the FG-260 is of particular interest to export-oriented machine manufacturers and system
integrators. “The FG-260 has been designed with a focus on the requirements of manufacturers who
export PROFINET machines with integrated PROFINET controller to EtherNet/IP-dominated markets
such as the US. Using the FG-260 they can offer their customers an easy solution for direct data exchange
in EtherNet/IP systems. For system integrators looking to implement their devices with PROFINET
communication functions in EtherNet/IP systems, the FG-260 provides direct connectivity without the
need for an additional PROFINET controller.”

Softing 
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Ultra-Compact Multiprotocol I/O Modules Provide Flexible On-
Machine Communication

The 32 mm slim TBEN-S modules from TURCK can be operated automatically in PROFINET, Modbus
TCP or EtherNet/IP thanks to the multiprotocol communication

TURCK presents the first ultra-compact, digital block-I/O modules of the new TBEN-S (Small) series.
The fully potted IP65-, IP67-, and IP69K-rated modules are only 1.25” x 5.6” and allow assembly
directly on the machine. With their extended temperature range 

from -40 °C to +70 °C degrees, the devices are highly
versatile. Even with the new compact design every TBEN-S module can be operated without additional
gateways in each of the three Ethernet systems: PROFINET, Modbus TCP or EtherNet/IP. Additionally,
thanks to TURCK’s multiprotocol technology, the devices recognize the used protocol automatically by
listening to the communication during the start-up phase. An integrated switch allows the use of the
devices in line topology.

“The release of the digital TBEN-S provides our customers with a flexible solution that can be mounted
directly to machine, and at a smaller size than anyone else on the market,” said product manager Noah
Glenn. “Additionally, the digital TBEN-S is available in a wide variety of options so customers can have
exactly what their application needs.”

The TBEN-S modules are available in five variants: four digital inputs and outputs, eight digital inputs
with module diagnostics, eight digital inputs with channel diagnostics, eight digital outputs as well as
eight universal digital inputs and outputs. The outputs switch a current of up to 2 A. Each output channel
is continuously monitored by the integrated diagnostic system that records all events in the device’s event
log. This simplifies troubleshooting and reduces downtimes significantly. The internal web server, which
can be used to display diagnostics in plain text, also contributes to this. The web page has been set up
following the concept of “Responsive Design” so that a smartphone can also be used for easy diagnosis.

TURCK 
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